
Intro to the Sewing Machine



1. Stitch Plate
Where the seam 

allowance guidelines 

are found.  

Each line is 1/8” apart, beginning 

with the inside edge of the 

presser foot, and ending with the 

far right edge of the stitch plate. 



Inside Edge of the Presser Foot = __________”

(No Line On the Stitch Plate)

1/8



Outside Edge of the Presser Foot  = 

__________”

(First Small Line)

1/4



First Long Line = __________”3/8



Second Long Line = __________”1/2



5/8Third Long Line = __________”



3/4Fourth Long Line = __________”



7/8Fifth Medium Line = __________”



1Right Edge of the Stitch Plate= _______”



2. Feed Dogs
Toothed metal piece below the stitch plate 

that moves up and down to push the fabric 

along beneath the needle.



3. Presser Foot
Holds the fabric down 

against the feed dogs 

to move the fabric 

evenly through the 

machine.

There are several different 

types of presser feet, each 

designed to make a particular 

sewing task easier. 



4. Machine Needle
The upper thread is 

threaded through the 

machine needle.
There are several different 

types of machine needles for 

different types of fabric and 

sewing techniques.  



5. Thread Cutter
Cutting tool on the left side of the sewing 

machine that allows for easy thread 

trimming.  



6. Backstitch Button
When pushed in, it allows you to sew 

backwards until it is released.  



7. Presser Foot Lever
Raises and lowers the presser foot.  It is 

found on the back of the machine.  



8. Bobbin Winder and Bobbin Stop
Winds the thread around the bobbin.

There is another thread cutter on the side 

of the bobbin stop.  
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Using the Serger
1. Some advantages of using a serger

include:

A. Cuts off excess fabric as it sews.

B. Fastest way of finishing a seam.

2.  The three rules of serging are:

A. Keep your fingers away from 
the knife.

B. Don’t lift up the presser foot.

C. Leave a “thread tail” behind 
when finished.

3.  Do not serge over pins, zippers
or excessive bulk. 


